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Inspirational smooth jazz orginals featuring warm saxophone and relaxed rhythms. 8 MP3 Songs JAZZ:

Smooth Jazz, GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel Details: Zoe', a Gospel Jazz Group from South Jersey

was organized in January 2001. The group consists of seven talented musicians whose melodic

compositions produce extraordinary music. The group enjoys creating and performing their own material.

This upcoming group feels the anointing their music and displays free spiritual expression in their

performance. Zoe' consists of Reginald Harris, Saxonphonist  songwriter, Cleveland Belin, Jr.,

Keyboardist  songwriter, Ronald Segers, Guitarist  songwriter., David Ferebee, Drummer; Maurice

Fonville, Bass  songwriter, Bolivar (Chico) Guadalupe, Percussionist songwriter and vocalist

Lillian(Lill)Kollock our new kid on the block. One objective of the group is to minister to the audience as

well as perform for them They very focused on the Lord. Each musician in the group has played for

various churches throughout Cumberland County, surrounding areas of South Jersey, and the

Philadelphia area. The group of Christian men would periodically merge their talents to honor benefit

requests of the local church community. The group continued to rehearse for the pure enjoyment of it;

finally coming to realize the potential of the creative talent at hand as well as shared goals and objectives.

The addition of a dynamic female vocalist further enhanced their capabilities. Zoe' undertook it's first

recording endeavor in May 2001; with their first CD, entitled "Long Time" released June 2001. Founder

and President of Zoe', Reginald Harris, says the group has aspirations of becoming full time musicians,

traveling worldwide and eventally produce other talented groups. If you like gospel and you like jazz you

will love Zoe'! Up date 6-2003, ZOE' was at Six Flags Great Adventure, On program with super model

Kathy Ireland, Did a compilation project with Mountain Top Records. Radio Interview with Lady D. WUSS

1490AM. Radio interview with WDAS 1480AM. TV interview with WNNN/2 Al  Lynn. Invited to go to

Northern Italy. Zoe's second CD intitled Heaven Bound is now out look for your copy.Look for us on the

I.N.S.P.network Talent Search hosted by Clifton Davis. Great news,ZOE' has it's own record label called

Life Records. Thank God. We are in the studio now working on our third CD thanks to Dawayne Ceasar

production engineer. Keep an eye out.Thank you Mikki  Frosty You are the best. ZOE's gigs= 11-11-2006
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Centerton Country Club, 11-17-2006 Zelphia's 530 High st. Millville NJ, 11-18-2006 Marino Center

Washington st. Bridgeton NJ.
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